THE TECHNOLOGY NEEDED
TO POWER AN F1 TEAM
A supercomputer with 100 Terabytes of storage,
48GB workstations and a host of virtual machines:
welcome to the computing inventory of Caterham F1

COMPUTING RESOURCE needed AT THE FACTORY
HPC at the factory consisting of:

186
1,488

400x

Dell
PowerEdge
Servers
Intel
Xeon
Cores

Faster than the average
home PC – can perform
in 12 hours what a normal
home computer would
take five months to do

Capable of

17,000,000,000,000
operations per second

65

Additional computing resource at the factory:
Dell
PowerEdge
Servers

80

virtual
machines

20

physical
servcers

20

Dell PowerConnect
switches + Force10
40G core on S4810

of storage using Dell EqualLogic

The F1 car is invented and modified in the Design Office,
home to the Design, CFD, Aerodynamics, Vehicle
Dynamics and Modelling departments. Between them,
they need some serious computing resources:
71

127 Dell
screens

Dell Precision T3500 or
T3600 with 12GB
of memory

17

9

Dell Precision
T5500 with
48GB of memory

Dell Precision M4700
mobile workstations with
8GB of memory

16

Amount of
computer
power in this
one office:

Dell Precision M6400
mobile workstations with
16GB of memory

10

1,716 GB

Dell Latitude E6500
laptops with 4GB
of memory

COMPUTING RESOURCE
needed at the circuit

Dell ‘Active System’,
a converged ‘halfrack’ with all
servers, storage
and connectivity:
30
Virtual Machines on Dell

including Dell XPS and
Latitude 10 tablets

10
Dell Force10

High-powered Dell Precision
mobile workstations

PowerEdge R620 & R720

PowerConnect switches

Additional
trackside
computing
equipment:
100
Dell Latitude laptops,
20

25TB

of Trackside storage using
EqualLogic and server
platforms utilising SSD
A race weekend generates

30GB

‘Disaster Recovery
System’ to allow
the team to run
their cars should
the ‘half-rack’
fail, containing:

of data, all of which goes
through this ‘half-rack’

Dell PowerEdge R720xd
server for ‘snap-shotting’
virtual machines

All this makes Caterham
one of the leading teams
for consolidated and
virtualised trackside
computing

Dell PowerEdge R210
SonicWall firewall
Artist node to run
intercom system

Caterham F1 Team statistics:
250: Number of Caterham F1 Team employees, which includes ten IT staff
1: Number of trucks need to house all the team’s IT kit for a grand prix
1km: the length of baling that Caterham lays to connect its IT equipment at races
70-100: number of IT ‘man-hours’ required per grand prix

